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“So let me recall with you those two catches of fish made by the disciples at the command of the Lord 
Jesus Christ: one before his passion, and the other after his resurrection. These two catches of fish stand 
for the whole church, both as it is now and as it will be at the resurrection of the dead.” — St Augustine

Dear Saints, 6 Feb 2022

In an enlightening and disturbing book, The Intolerance of Tolerance, D.A. Carson explains that in 
today’s plausibility structure, where everyone must by cultural mandate accept all positions 
without any claim to or pursuit of objective truth, our sense of reason has flown out the 
window. We must not, we dare not employ discriminating judgment to ascertain the truth or 
plausibility of religious claims. To do so would be to be intolerant (apostasy from tolerance 
ethics!). So says the new definition of tolerance. In the new tolerance ethics, there are no 
competing religious truth claims about reality that can be debated, affirmed or denied. There’s 
only religion; only inner spirituality.

Philosophical pluralism (the empirical fact that there are many positions) and relativism 
(that the many positions are relative to the individual’s perspective and have no claim to 
objectivity) say that are religions are basically the same, mere human endeavors with a cultural 
or ethnic twist. Religion, because it is a subjective, opinionated, emotional thing that’s relative, 
must remain private and removed from the public discussion of viable ideologies. The “truth” 
question is ruled inappropriate in the realm of religion and belief (since it’s just individual or 
community perspective anyway), and so the status of belief itself must be transmuted into 
something that the dominant politically correct plausibility structure tolerates: personal, private 
spirituality. In other words, there is no place for truth, religious truth, because it does not exist. 
For it to exist would require reverting back to the old definition of tolerance, where there are 
real differences that are hammered out in debate through the pursuit of truth, evidence, and 
facts. Nope, not today. Tolerance is now accepting all beliefs as relative and therefore equally 
valueless.

I have no time for this redefining of “tolerance” and therefore “intolerance.” Neither 
should you. Nathan Hatch has it right: “The modern intellectual world is adrift, incapable or 
unwilling to allow any claim of certainty to set the coordinates by which ideas and 
commitments are to be judged.” Not so for Christians. The very hallmark of being a Christian, 
wrote Luther, is the way of assertion. We assert, we herald, the truth about God having become 
King of the world in and through the person and work of Jesus of Nazareth . . . alone.

Basic human rights have their place, but also their boundaries. Philosophical pluralism 
and tolerance ethics have their place — their places as corrosive . They become violent tools of 
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oppression when tolerance ethics manifests intolerance of theological beliefs and narratives. All 
men are indeed created equal and deserve universal human rights. However, all ideas are not 
created equal, and all religions are not basically the same, nor do all belong to the realm of 
opinion, personal perspectives, or the inner-life of individuals. There is such a thing as Christian 
distinctiveness. It’s distinctiveness consists of another decidedly politically incorrect assertion: 
the truth matters and when it matters, then it needs to be proclaimed and defended: For these 
are the words of eternal life. Yes, faith is important, but the object of that faith is more important 
still.   

Fifth Sunday after the Epiphany 6 Feb 2022. Color: Green. Divine Service 3. Opening Hymn, 
905. Hymn of the Day 504; Athanasian Creed, p.319-20; Psalm 138 chanted responsively; 
Eucharistic Hymn, 555; Recessional 534. Sermon: St. Luke 5.1-11 “Whatever Happened to Sin?”
* Congregation meeting.
* Augsburg Academy: The Parable of Luke 15, Lesson 14: “To Find the Lost”
* Confirmation Catechesis, Lesson 6: 9 Feb. Thursday 3:25pm at Classical Christian Academy
* Adult Catechesis, Postponed to Tuesday @ 2:30pm.

Sixth Sunday after Epiphany 13 Feb 2022. Color: Green. Divine Service 3. Opening Hymn, 487. 
Hymn of the Day 486; Psalm 1 chanted responsively; Eucharistic Hymn, 470; Recessional 465. 
Sermon: Romans 6.1-11 “United to Christ in Life and Death.”
* Augsburg Academy: The Parable of Luke 15, Lesson 15: “Centuries of Misinterpretation”

Intimations:
* Suzanne Beamish continues to recover from knee replacement surgery. May the Lord grant a 

speedy recovery. Likewise, Joe Walsh’s surgery went better than expected. He is recovering.
* Article from Pr John: https://www.1517.org/articles/jesus-transfiguration-and-disfiguration
* Pr John will be drilling with the Marines this weekend, without time to change clothing before 

Mass. Please excuse his attire.
* Thank you Ryan and Laughlin for bringing cake to celebrate Wiley’s memorable baptism.
* Thank you John Pickering for issuing giving statements, and Helena for your solo on Sunday.
* The Call Committee voted 7-0 to set forth a candidate before the congregation.
* Thank you Mac McCabe for your willingness to play piano for the parish next Sunday.
* Please keep the Drobny family in prayer as they recover from Covid and winter illnesses.
* Ash Wednesday is 2 February. There will Mass with the imposition of ashes from last year’s 

palms from Passion Sunday.
* Please invite couples to Logos & Lager on 26 Feb. See attached flyer.

Photos from Wiley C. Drake’s baptism on p.3
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Feb. 6 Fifth S. a. the 
Epiphany Is. 6:1–8 (9–13) Psalm 138 1 Cor. 14:12b–

20 Luke 5:1–11

Feb. 13 Sixth S. a. the 
Epiphany Jer. 17:5–8 Psalm 1 1 Cor. 15:(1–11) 

12–20 Luke 6:17–26

https://www.1517.org/articles/jesus-transfiguration-and-disfiguration
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